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ABSTRACT

The existing research primarily focuses on single-label classifications of complex
urban sounds, ignoring crucial factors like sound mixtures and duration. This
work proposes a novel transfer learning approach for multi-label sound classifi-
cation. We fine-tuned a pretrained VGGish model using a manually labeled au-
dio dataset containing representative classes from diverse Indian cities, collected
through various avenues. Our model achieves remarkable performance, demon-
strating a significant 32% increase in F1-score compared to models trained on the
AudioSet benchmark dataset.

1 INTRODUCTION

City areas are filled with lots of different sounds, like noises from human activities, transportation,
and nature, all mixing together. Deciphering these diverse sounds provides valuable insights into
the environment, enabling the creation of soundscapes that contribute to urban well-being and in-
frastructure planning(Berman et al., 2014). Classification of these varied sounds poses a formidable
task for deep learning models, owing to factors such as data complexity, class imbalance (Anders
et al., 2021), acoustic overlap (Cakir et al., 2015), and a shortage of labeled data (Mushtaq & Su,
2020). In the case of Indian environments, characterized by an exceptionally diverse urban com-
position, these challenges become even more pronounced (Verma et al., 2020). Recent efforts have
focused on classifying outdoor sounds, leveraging datasets such as ESC-10, ESC-50 (Piczak, 2015),
Urbansound, Urbansound8K (Salamon et al., 2014), AudioSet (Gemmeke et al., 2017), Urban-SED
(Salamon et al., 2017), and SONYC-UST (Cartwright et al., 2019). However, there are two key
assumptions associated with studies using these datasets. Firstly, the sounds within these datasets
may not accurately represent the complexity of urban environments in developing nations. Sec-
ondly, many studies treat sounds as single-label classification problems (Lu et al., 2021; Mu et al.,
2021), often overlooking essential factors such as the mix of classes, the duration of sounds, and the
exclusion of classes like ambient sound, imposing limitations on the classification of urban sounds.
To address these limitations, we propose a transfer learning approach. In this paper, we fine-tune a
VGGish model pre-trained on AudioSet data using our manually labeled multi-label audio dataset.
This dataset is carefully curated from diverse urban environments in Indian cities. This marks the
first study to enhance the accuracy and relevance of urban sound classification in the Indian urban
environment.

2 METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTATION

We prepared a dataset comprising 1772 audio clips, each lasting four seconds to train the model. Teh
clips were divided in to 4 second durion for better performance and representation of environment as
suggested by Chu et al. (2009). To ensure diversity, we gathered audio samples from various sources,
including manual collection in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India, and online platforms like YouTube
and Freesound (Fonseca et al., 2017) from various Indian cities. RODE VideoMicro microphone was
employed to capture the data. Each clip could receive multiple labels: Human, Vehicle, Mammal,
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Birds, Bicycle Bell, and Ambient Sound. The Ambient Sound label was assigned exclusively to
clips devoid of other sounds. The Vehicle and Human classes boast 1015 and 740 positive samples,
respectively, while the bell and mammal classes each contain only 88 and 61 samples. The Ambient
Sound and Bird classes have 207 and 294 samples, respectively. We have detailed the annotation
process in Appendix section A.2.

We fine-tuned the VGGish model, a pretrained CNN model by Google (Hershey et al., 2017). The
model is pretrained on AudioSet data. To prepare the audio clips from our dataset for finetuning,
we ensured they were all monaural and resampled them to a consistent sampling rate of 16 kHz,
matching the input format. We then applied zero-padding to the audio clips and converted them
into Log Mel spectrograms with 64 frequency bands spanning 125Hz to 7500Hz. The Mel scale in
Log Mel spectrograms approximates how humans perceive frequencies, while the log scale mimics
human loudness perception. Each spectrogram consisted of 96 frames, each lasting 10 msec without
overlap. To focus on extracting higher-level features and refining the final output, we trained only
the last three linear layers and the output layer, while keeping the convolutional layers frozen. The
training process in detail is discussed in Appendix A.1.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We use multi-label confusion matrices introduced by Heydarian et al. (2022) to evaluate class-
specific performance. We obtained the following normalized confusion matrix, on the pretrained
model (left) and the finetuned model (right).

Figure 1: Normalized confusion matrix: (a) VGGish pretrained on AudioSet (b) VGGish fine-tuned
on our data

Table 1: Performance of Finetuned Model vs Pretrained Model at Threshold 0.4

Training Mode F1 Score Jaccard Index
Pretrained 0.507699 0.392629
Finetuned 0.826125 0.622463

Macro averaged F1 score and Jaccard Index were employed to evaluate our models, due to their
suitability for multi-label classification tasks. Macro averaging ensures equitable consideration of
all classes. Our proposed approach significantly improves finetuned model performance compared
to the benchmark pretrained model, with a remarkable 32% increase in F1 score and a 23% increase
in Jaccard Index (Table 1). These significant results highlight the effectiveness of our approach. Fur-
thermore, our findings strongly suggest that the existing AudioSet benchmark dataset inadequately
represents the soundscape of the Indian urban environment. Our data, with its inherent diversity,
effectively captures the unique soundscape of the city, leading to superior feature learning. This is
further substantiated by the confusion matrices (Figure 1), where our model excels at classifying
both ’Bicycle Bell’ and ’Ambient Sound’ classes, which the pretrained VGGish model fails to do
entirely. This emphasizes the insufficient representation of these classes in AudioSet. Our work
opens avenues for further research and validation across diverse cities. By generating soundscape
maps, it can provide crucial data to inform various planning agencies.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 VGGISH MODEL

Among other technologies used for audio classification, such as transformer-based architectures
(Gong et al., 2021), and graph neural networks (Shirian et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2023), CNNs have
proven very effective for environmental sound classification (Zaman et al., 2023), due to their ability
to extract spatial features from audio signals. The consistent success shown by the VGGish model
in prior audio classification studies, particularly its impressive performance in environmental sound
recognition as reported by Tsalera et al. (2021), motivated us to choose it for our work.

VGGish is a variant of the VGG model, pretrained on Google’s AudioSet dataset (Hershey et al.,
2017). Our selection of the VGGish model was motivated by its demonstrated effectiveness in var-
ious audio tasks, including music genre classification and sound event detection. Notably, VGGish
embeddings have also shown promising results in conjunction with Wav2Vec2 embeddings for en-
vironmental sound classification.

The VGGish architecture relies on 3x3 convolutional kernels with a sequence of operations. The
model takes a 3-channel audio input and applies several convolutional layers: 64 filters followed by
a max pooling layer, 128 filters and another max pooling layer, two additional convolutional layers
with 256 filters each followed by another max pooling, and finally two layers with 512 filters each
before the final max pooling. The network then utilizes three fully connected layers with sizes 4096,
4096, and 128, respectively. The ReLU activation function is used for all hidden layers to introduce
non-linearity, while the final embedding layer employs sigmoid activation. This process yields a
128-dimensional embedding that serves as input for downstream tasks such as classification.

While fine-tuning the model, we freeze the convolutional layers and only train the final three linear
layers and the output layer responsible for higher-level features. We use a learning rate of 3e-5 for
the pre-trained model and 9e-5 for fine-tuning the model. We use the binary cross entropy loss and
Adam optimizer with weight decay of 1e-5. The training batch size is 32. We applied a threshold of
0.4 to accept a value as positive. The pre-trained model was fully frozen, except for the final (output)
layer. Training was done on a NVIDIA A100 GPU with 80GB memory.
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A.2 CURATION OF AUDIO CLIPS

We collected the audio clips through various sources, manual collection, and web sources. For the
manual collection, we used a RODE VideoMicro microphone to record audio clips across various lo-
cations in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India. Our recordings encompassed the IISER Bhopal campus,
Bairagarh, Lalghati Square, and Karond, each offering distinct acoustic environments representative
of typical Indian cities.

Figure 2: Various regions from the city of Bhopal where data was collected manually using a
microphone, (a) IISER Bhopal, (b) Bairagarh, (c) Lalghati square, (d) Karond

We also extracted audio from various YouTube videos specific to regions of our interest. Keywords
such as Indian street sounds, Indian city sounds, Indian traffic sounds, Indian market sounds, etc.
were used to search the videos. We downloaded the selected YouTube videos and extracted audio
from the videos at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Our model uses a lower sampling rate of 16 kHz.
To further increase the diversity in the dataset, we sourced audio clips from the Freesound database.
Each audio clip was selected to represent the Indian environment. Featuring diverse durations rang-
ing from a minute to over half an hour, our audio files were segmented into non-overlapping 4-second
clips for efficient processing and subsequent labeling. Finally, we extracted and saved the trimmed
clips as wav files in the pcm s16le codec, since it is a lossless audio format.

Furthermore, to increase the variety in the dataset we sourced audio clips from the Freesound
database. It was necessary that each audio clip selected accurately represents the Indian environ-
ment. For example, in case of the bicycle bell class, most of the audio clips found on Freesound did
not correspond to the types of bells found on bicycle bells used in India. Similar to the YouTube
clips, we then split the clips into 4 second long clips with FFmpeg, and saved them as wav files in
the pcm s16le codec.

We implemented a two-step annotation process. First, two annotators independently listened to
each audio sample twice before assigning labels. In the second step, a script was utilized to test
whether both annotators had assigned the same label to the audio. In instances of inter-annotator
disagreement, a re-annotation process was initiated involving both annotators reviewing the audio
sample until their classifications converged. This double-blind methodology aimed to minimize the
influence of bias and guarantee the robustness of the annotation dataset.

The ’Human’ class encompasses human speech, crowd chatter, and the occasional sounds of children
playing. The ’Vehicle’ class focuses on the sounds of horns and vehicles passing by. The ’Mammal’
class is limited to sounds of mammals commonly found in Indian urban environments, such as dogs
and cows. The ’Bird’ class features birds chirping. The ’Bicycle Bell’ class consists of sounds from
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bicycle bells used on Indian bicycles. The ’Ambient Sound’ class encompasses samples containing
only background noise devoid of any of the above-mentioned sounds.

The selection of class labels for our dataset was driven by the composition of sounds found in the
collected data. The resulting class balance reflects the natural proportion of each label encountered
in the actual environment.

A.3 VISUALIZING SPECTROGRAMS

Figure 3 displays spectrograms illustrating the distinct characteristics of the various classes within
our dataset. The x-axis signifies time, the y-axis denotes the frequency bins, and color signifies
frequency amplitude at a specific time. The bicycle bell exhibits peaks at higher frequencies with
a repetitive pattern. Bird chirps are repetitive, with the frequencies concentrated in a small area.
Human speech displays inconsistency and brief periods of silence, featuring a more distributed fre-
quency range. Dog barks peak at lower frequencies compared to other classes. The ambient sound
class contains background noise but lacks a discernible pattern. The vehicle class lacks repetitive
patterns but demonstrates distributed frequencies, exhibiting high values across all frequency ranges.
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(a) Bicycle Bell (b) Bird

(c) Human Speech (d) Dog Barking

(e) Ambient Sound (f) Vehicles

Figure 3: Spectrograms of various classes
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